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Robot Coupe Automatic Juicer J80 Ultra DN582
700W. Capacity: 6.5Ltr. 3000rpm   View Product 

 Code : DN582

  
 44% OFF   Sale 

£2,713.17

£1,511.99 / exc vat
£1,814.39 / inc vat
 

Select Shipping Method

 - Next Working Day Delivery

 

Notes :
 - Please check door entry sizes before ordering.
 - Delivery is made to kerbside only.
 - Drivers do not unpack or position goods.
 - A 25% restocking charge will apply for all returned goods.

The Robot Coupe automatic juicer J80 Ultra is the
ideal solution for fast-paced sites, such as busy cafes
or juice bars. 

Thanks to its time saving, user-friendly design, the J80
Ultra gives you the performance you need to quickly
dispense large quantities with the minimum of fuss. 

 Colour Silver & Black

 Automatic feed - no need to manually push food into

the juicer

 Easy to use, clean and maintain

 Removable centrifugal juicer basket for easy cleaning

 Suitable for hard and soft vegetables, citrus fruits and

soft fruits

 Very quiet operation - can be used front of house

 Patented automatic 79mm feed tube for continuous

output

 6.5Ltr capacity pulp container slots neatly under the

ejector spout to avoid pulp splashing onto the worktop

 Stainless steel bowl with a non-drip spout

 Drip tray helps keep work area clean

 162mm spout allows cups and glasses to sit

comfortably beneath

 Supplier Model Number 56001A

 Power Type 700W. 3.04A

Material : Stainless Steel
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